Lab 3 Questions

Read and perform the lab guide posted on the course website. Answer the questions in the lab guide as you get to them in the spaces below. The numbers below refer to steps in the lab guide.

3.5 What output do you expect when you run p7.asm?

3.7 Is the actual output what you expected?

3.9 What output do you expect when you run p7.asm?

3.10 Is the actual output what you expected?
3.12 If \texttt{SwapMaxWithLast} needed to return a value how would that be accomplished?

3.13 What changes would you need to make if \texttt{SwapMaxWithLast} needed more than 4 arguments?

3.14 What changes would you need to make if \texttt{SwapMaxWithLast} called another procedure?

3.15 Describe the changes you would make to create a \texttt{sort} procedure which is called in \texttt{main} and which in turn calls \texttt{SwapMaxWithLast}.